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FROM

PRINCIPAL’S DESK
“Education is not preparation for life but,
Education is life itself.”

SPORTS COMPLEX
A ‘wealthy’ mind is complemented with a healthy body and a
healthy body is gained from daily exercises and sports. The sports
complex has all the facilities for major sports like cricket, football
and athletics with designated grounds for each. It also possesses
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courts for basketball, badminton, lawn tennis, and Volleyball. The

Principal

other features of the sports complex are a splash pool for junior
students, a grand swimming pool for the seniors and a gymnasium

The adults of today with their education and experience of yesterday have to prepare students for tomorrow. The
most important skills to be developed among students is ’the ability to learn, unlearn and relearn’ and the ability
to source information and resources as and when required.
Scholar Mission is a breath of fresh air for ‘Generation Next’. We have turned the classroom into a vibrant stage
where effervescent children love to perform. We attend to the specific needs of each child. Here education is not
teacher - centric any longer, it endorses experience - centric and student - centric learning based on learning by
doing theory, where teacher is not an instructor but a facilitator in a true sense.
The task of preparing the students for life is undoubtedly arduous and challenging but its fruitful results make it
worthwhile. Educationists and parents today, cradle the future of not only our children, but of the nation at large.
For the smart kids of the next generation, we need smart - technology with smart teachers.
Gone are the days when students could be treated as wells of vacuum, requiring a filling up of factual details.
At Scholar Mission, we believe that knowledge is not a dull chapter that is a must to be instilled in impressionable
minds to make them succeed in an unending rat race. Rather, for us it is transfusing the love of learning in such a
way that text-books become the passport to the world of possibilities, a chronicle to discovery and the origin of
inspiration.
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which is accessible to all the children.

INFIRMARY
At school the children are safeguarded at all times with a medical and health
facility centre. The school has a four bedded infirmary with a trained doctor
and trained staff nurses to provide all possible medical care at the time of
emergencies. Health record is maintained for each child.
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VISION
At the heart of our ethos is our philosophy of being ambitious for our students
to create a learning experience that leads to academic success for every
student and also to nurture the key skills which will enable them to succeed
anywhere in the world once they step out from the shelter of the school.
Education is a global phenomenon, where we seek excellence, wherever it is
to be found and use it to raise our standard. It is our constant endeavor to
instill qualities of judgement, self reliance, integrity and self discipline in our
students.
We also wish to develop in our students a consciousness of the needs of
society and a desire to contribute positively through selfless service, putting
the totality of God given talents and acquire knowledge to the service of
humanity. We aim to lay foundation of a lifelong educational experience,
which will give individual confidence and respect that will overcome all
distinctions of race, class and creed.

MISSION
To nurture young minds to focus on their holistic development and to develop
their conducive learning environment that inspires excellence and encourages
high performance.
We promote a safe, caring and supportive environment where every person
can learn from and respect one another.
We wish to induce in our students the ability to reach out to serve and help
people in need and be driven by comparison in their hearts and purity of mind.
Conscious efforts are made to develop the virtue of compassion of our
students.
We believe, it is the duty of educators to inspire students and facilitate their
cognitive stimulation and development.
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LANGUAGE LAB
Scholar Mission School also has the facility of a Language
Laboratory. This audio-visual aid in modern language teaching that
comes with audio, video, internet, games and much more, makes
learning faster and more engaging.

MATHS LAB
Mathematics involves thinking logically and reasonably so as to understand how formulae are derived
and their applications. In order to enhance learners' mastery and meaningful learning of mathematics,
it is necessary to reduce it to the bare minimum level of abstraction with the use of instructional
materials.

Our Math Lab equips the 21st century learners with activity based learning and creates a challenging
atmosphere for students to hone their mathematical skills. A variety of modern and colourful apparatus
helps in making teaching and learning of the subject interactive, fun filled and joyful. Learning of
mathematical concepts through concrete materials, hands-on-experiences and real life situations help
to enhance analytical and critical thinking of the learners.
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THE

INFRASTRUCTURE

LIBRARY

The thirst of knowledge is further quenched
by the gigantic school library having books
& magazines on Literature, Science,
Economics, Social Studies, Travel, General
Knowledge & reference books.

Gone are the days when a school meant just a basic construction of brick and mortar.
Modern days have given birth to modern needs, and to satiate those needs, it is necessary
for the foundation to undergo a metamorphosis. Scholar Mission School is the
uncompromising outcome of the requirements of the post modern world. The
architecture of the building focuses on space and symmetry, logic and innovation.
The school campus is a ‘secure home’ made possible by several cameras located
strategically. The CCTV network covers beyond the concrete infrastructure such as into
the sports fields, pavilion and even into the parking areas of the school. Modern-day
technology ensures complete security for everyone in the school premises while the
advanced fire safety system ensures complete protection.

LABORATORIES
Profound knowledge has its roots not only in theoretical knowledge but also in knowledge that is
practical. The combination of the two is indispensable for a child’s all-round development. Our wellequipped laboratories in various disciplines are ideal for focusing on practical knowledge in a studentfriendly ambience.

DIGITAL CLASS

Physics

Chemistry

Biology

A good teacher knows that teaching is the art of helping
student to discover things. If we want our students to actively
participate in the process of learning, we need to combine
the use of modern media with effective pedagogy.
The Multiple learning Experience (M-LEx) is based on the
promise that the student learns better through a variety of
multi sensory experiences & instructionally sound activities
including hands-on activities, discussions, debates creative
& critical thinking activites, collaborative research, field trips
& use of multimedia. The instructional strategies are
expected to help students engage actively with the
curriculum content. A well designed Module permits as child
to visulize a subject & grasp it better.

THE

CLASSROOMS
Here, there is room for abundant sunlight and happiness; the classrooms come with
space and proper ventilation. Seats are arranged in a way that allows sufficient space for
movement, sharing and team work.

THE

ASSEMBLY HALL
Our Assembly Hall, provides the perfect platform for prayers, general
meeting and extracurricular activities. The spacious assembly hall can
accommodate a large number of students.
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COMPUTER

LIBRARY

LABORATORY

The thirst of knowledge is further quenched
by a gigantic school library having books &
m a ga z i n e s o n L i t e ra t u r e , S c i e n c e ,
Economics, Social Studies, Travel, General
Knowledge & other reference books.

Perfect recipe for the success in the contemporary
world is a strong knowledge built with modern
technology. The computer laboratory housing
computers with the latest software not only aids the
students to unravel their creativity but also in coping
with today’s fast-evolving challenges.

DIGITAL CLASS
A good teacher knows that teaching is the art of helping
students to discover things. If we want our students to
actively participate in the process of learning, we need
to combine use of modern media with effective
pedagogy.
The Multiple learning Experience (M-LEx) is based on
the promise that the student learns better through a
variety of multi sensory experiences & instructionally
sound activities including hands-on activities,
discussions, debates, creative & critical thinking
activities, collaborative research, field trips & use of
multimedia. The instructional strategies are expected
to help students engage actively with the curriculum. A
well designed module permits a child to visualize a
subject & grasp it better.
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TRANSPORT
School comes closer to home with the efficient Transport
Department. This department is responsible for
coordinating with the scores of school buses ferrying
students and faculty members from different parts of the
city to and from the school. Its additional task is to
arrange vehicles for visitors, ferry the students of the
school to picnics and excursions and to transport
students to participate in interschool programmes at
different venues.
Each bus has a support staff and every driver is given a
mobile phone to ensure easy monitoring of the routes
covered with GPS.
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